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What better way to savor the last day of your weekend than with an invigorating mental promenade?

Sunday Stroll Crosswords is packed with themed, Sunday-sized puzzles for long, luxurious,

leisurely solving. When it comes to these crosswords, Sunday is Funday!Â 
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I really love these crossword puzzle books. The puzzles aren't what I'd call easy, but they're not

frustratingly difficult, either. They're fun. Plus, they're spiral bound, the size is just right, the paper

quality is good, and the photos on the covers put me in a good mood. To help you see where I'm

coming from, I'm not the biggest fan of the New York Times puzzles....I find a lot of them too hard or

too annoying. I like Merl Reagle's, Random House, and New York Magazine puzzles.

The spiral binding is excellent for folding out to do the puzzles. The paper has a good tooth but is

smooth so pen or pencil work well and if you use pencil, erasing is easy. The answers at the back of

the book have additional information to further educate you. All in all an excellent product.

For the most part it's good - i've only done about 15 of the puzzles - most of them take some

thought but are doable - a few aren't so good - i'm probably not the smartest person out there, but

as far as i'm concerned in a couple of them they get to cute (which i don't enjoy,) or contain clues

the normal person wouldn't know about or you would have to belong to mensa to figure out - over all

tho, i've enjoyed the ones i've done and the fact that they made me think -- if you like a fairly



challenging crossword book (at least by my standards,) this one is basically pretty good --- if you get

it, i hope you enjoy it ---

I am a crossword puzzle junkie and I love these Leslie Billig edited books. The puzles are not

frustrating like the N. Y. times puzzles and they are big enough to use up an afternoon or an

evening.

I love these puzzles by Leslie Billig. I go through them like water, and order at least every couple of

weeks. The construction and paper quality is superb.

Bought as a gift. Love the idea of the sprial binding. Also appreciate that the puzzle and clues are

on the same page; however, I wouldn't recommend for someone who has trouble with smaller print.

Love a challenging crossword puzzle,, but I find these tedious and unpleasantly difficult. Been doing

hard crosswords for years, but I plan to give two of the 3 books of this series away.

Billig's crossword collections are always fun -- some are more difficult than others which is good, but

all are doable. A variety of crossword composers are found in each book.
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